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Keeping the Wild, Against the Domestication of Earth. Edited by George Wuerthner, Eileen 

Crist, and Tom Butler. 2014. Island Press, Washington, DC, USA. 248 p. US$24.95, paperback. ISBN 
9781610915588. US$23.99, e-book. ISBN 9781610915595.

Keeping the Wild is about ideas that challenge the current direction natural resource conservation is tak-
ing and calls for a major restructuring of human societies on a global scale. The introduction describes the 
“deep ecology” philosophy of conservation, which calls for a dramatic decline in natural resource extraction 
and use by citizens of the world. To accomplish their goals, deep ecologists expound a dramatic reduction in 
the number of humans on the planet, coupled with a move by human societies away from materialism and 
consumption of natural resources. Deep ecology believers tout this as the only way to a sustainable future for 
our planet. The introduction is followed by 20 essays by different authors making the case for a deep ecology 
worldview. Many of the essays argue for a reduced human influence on the earth’s ecosystems. I found all the 
essays well written, and some of the viewpoints expressed may seem radical to many SRM members, they 
are definitely thought provoking. The book finishes with a final essay as an epilogue.

Published by the Deep Ecology Institute in collaboration with Island Press, Keeping the Wild makes the 
argument for one side of an ongoing, and as yet unresolved, debate regarding the future direction of conser-
vation. The other side of the debate or opposite view of this book is the argument that we have entered an 
era of human history known as the Anthropocene. The anthropocentric view is that man has had what is 
essentially an irreversible influence of the earth’s ecological systems, and future conservation efforts should 
adapt to and accept these changes. For example, we should reconsider the concept that many, if not all, 
exotic species are “bad.” If they are relatively harmless or realistically beyond our ability to eradicate, maybe 
we should accept them as part of the biota we manage for. The anthropocentric view accepts as reality the 
argument that trying to manage through setting aside lands for conservation with a motive of keeping them 
“natural” and removed from the influence of man is unrealistic because there is no place left on earth that 
has not been influenced by man. Probably the most controversial aspect of the anthropocentric view is that 
saving many endangered species is beyond the world’s financial abilities and other resource capabilities; be-
cause they are doomed, we should focus our efforts on prioritizing for the ones we can save. In many ways, 
the deep ecology philosophy expressed in Keeping the Wild is a counter argument to the Anthropocene view.

For me, one of the essays, What’s So New about the “New Conservation”? by conservation biologist and 
historian Curt Meine stood out as probably the most practical regarding the question of what we should set 
as the direction for conservation in future years. After a brief analysis of where we started, how far we have 
come, what has worked, and what hasn’t, Dr Meine offers what are a pretty basic set of ecologically based 
principles we should strive to maintain for a sustainable world for ourselves and other creatures.

As first editor, George Wuerthner (SRM members might remember him from the ongoing public lands 
grazing debate) did what I consider an excellent job of expressing the deep ecology viewpoint. Although 
most of the views expressed may differ greatly from those of many people, I recommend the book to any 
resource manager who must consider the diverse and often conflicting views of various entities when resolv-
ing natural resource issues.

Keeping the Wild is a book with many views expressed by a variety of professionals from varying disci-
plines. In the end, the reader will have to decide which views are worth considering. Many shades of grey 
exist between the anthropocentric view at one end of the scale and the deep ecology philosophy at the other.

Michael R. Frisina is a Certified Wildlife Biologist and Adjunct Professor at Montana State 
University Bozeman, MT, USA, mfrisina@bresnan.net. 
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